ENGLISH THROUGH GLOBAL
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY MASTERY
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Explore current global social, environmental, and political issues
Develop communication skills to help you debate ideas and take a leadership role in
advocating for change
Work intensively on English language fluency and accuracy; expand your vocabulary;
and develop critical thinking and writing skills

AVAILABLE IN

DESCRIPTION

Vancouver

The English through Global Social Responsibility Mastery provides a suggested combination of
classes to help you develop strategies for critical thinking by engaging you in controversial issues and
contemporary topics. You will be asked to delve deeper into presentation skills, debate, action planning
and leadership. Academic writing skills will round out your overall language skills.

ENTRY REQUIREMENT
ILSC Intermediate 3

PROGRAM LENGTH

CORE CLASSES

SKILLS CLASSES

Two Full–Time Intensive or Full-Time
Morning sessions

TAKE THE FOLLOWING CORE CLASSES

CHOOSE TWO OF THE FOLLOWING SKILLS
CLASSES

2021 START DATES
Session start dates
Availability of courses is subject to student enrollment.
Certificate completion time may vary depending on
student progress.

“The problems we face today, violent
conflicts, destruction of nature, poverty,
hunger and so on, are human-created
problems which can be resolved through
human effort, understanding and the
development of a sense of brotherhood
and sisterhood. We need to cultivate a
universal responsibility for one another
and the planet we share.”
- Dalai Lama

ENGLISH THROUGH GLOBAL
SOCIAL ISSUES
This course is designed to develop students’
English language skills through the study of global
issues. Improve fluency and build vocabulary by
exploring and discussing contemporary social
issues. Topics reflect global concerns such as
women’s and children’s rights, health care, religion
and environmental issues.

ENGLISH THROUGH GREEN
LEADERSHIP
In this course, you will learn vocabulary, expand
your listening and fluency skills, prepare, write and
deliver presentations and expand your overall English
language skills, while focusing on a combination of
leadership and environmental topics. What can one
person do? What can awareness bring us? How can
we work together as a team to make change happen?
Challenge yourself to discuss and reflect on the
environmental issues current in the world.

INTERNATIONAL CURRENT EVENTS
Master the language of international affairs
and keep pace with today’s changing political
climate. Practice English through debates on
politics, economics and law. Instructional
media for this course includes television,
video and the Internet.

ENGLISH THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
Develop your English writing, reading,
listening and speaking skills while exploring
the history of social media and its various
applications for business, politics and
personal use. You will learn how social media
is changing our world through examining
case-studies, and participating in class
discussions and a group project.

BUSINESS WRITING
Gain skills in written English communications,
business proposals and writing for the web.
Develop your expertise in writing resumés, cover
letters and reports.

WRITING
Challenge yourself by practising your writing daily,
learning correct language structure and writing
techniques for diverse genres and audiences. Learn
the secrets of writing excellent essays.
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